A new nonlinear partial differential system called two-mode higher-order Boussinesq-Burgers system is established. We aim to use the simplified bilinear method to find the necessary constraint conditions that guarantee the existence of both regular and singular multiple soliton solutions of the model. To study the correctness of the obtained results, we use the hyperbolic-tangent expansion method as an alternative technique to investigate more possible solutions.
Introduction
Nonlinear evolution equations have been used as the models to describe a variety of en- 
where a is a non-zero arbitrary constant. Wazwaz [-] and Korsunsky [] proposed the scaled form of the two-mode equation as follows:
where c >  is the phase velocities, 
To establish the two-mode higher-order Boussinesq-Burgers equation (TM-ho-BBE) (), we have
Thus, using equation (), (TM-ho-BBE) will have the form
Note that when c =  and integrating with respect to t, the two-mode higher-order Boussinesq-Burgers equation (TM-ho-BBE) () is reduced to the standard higher-order Boussinesq-Burgers equation ().
The aim of this study is to find the necessary conditions needed for multiple-soliton solutions and singular multiple-soliton solutions to exist for (TM-ho-BBE) by using the simplified form of Hirota's method. Moreover, we determine more exact solutions to this new system by using the Tanh method.
Multiple soliton solutions and singular multiple soliton solutions
In this section, we used the simplified bilinear method to find the necessary conditions needed to produce single soliton solutions, singular soliton solutions, multiple soliton solutions and singular multiple soliton solutions of (TM-ho-BBE).
Substituting
into the linear terms of equation () and solving the resulting equation gives
As a result, λ i (x, t) becomes
Now, we propose the solutions to (TM-ho-BBE) () in the form
where C  and C  are constants. To find the one-soliton solution, we assume the auxiliary function h(x, t) to be
where α  = ±. Substitute (), () and () into (TM-ho-BBE) (). Then, solving for numerical values C  and C  , we find that the one-soliton solution of (TM-ho-BBE) () exists only if a  = a  . Therefore, two sets of solutions are obtained
Then the one-soliton solution of (TM-ho-BBE) () is given by
For α  = , the single soliton solution is
For α  = -, the singular single soliton solution is
To find the two-wave solutions, we assume This can be generalized to
Also, inserting (), (), (), () in () and () and under the constraint condition a  = a  = ±, we obtain the following two-soliton solutions:
where
For α  = α  = , the two-soliton solution is
For α  = α  = -, the two-singular-soliton solution is
To find three-soliton solutions, we assume
Substituting (), () and () into () and solving for c  , we find
Accordingly, we obtain the following three-wave solutions:
For α  = α  = α  = , the three-wave solution is
Finally, we reach the fact that (TM-ho-BBE) has N -soliton solutions under the necessary condition a  = a  = ±, where N ≥  [, ]. They are given by
Also, the singular N -soliton solutions under the same condition are given by
Finally, we would like to present two plots of the obtained solutions of (TM-ho-BBE). 
Alternative method: hyperbolic tangent expansion
In this section, we aim to validate the necessary conditions that guarantee the existence of solutions to (TM-ho-BBE). To achieve this goal, we propose an alternative method, the hyperbolic tangent expansion [-], to construct solitary wave solutions of problem (). We first consider the wave transform z = x -λt to reduce () into the following ordinary differential equations:
where v = v(z) and w = w(z). Finite polynomials in terms of hyperbolic functions are to be considered as favorable suggested solutions of (). Thus, we assume that
Balancing the behavior of Y in the highest derivative against its counterpart within the nonlinear terms appearing in () leads to n  +  = n  = n  + n  or n  +  = n  +  = n  +  = n  + n  + . Thus, n  = , n  = . Accordingly, the solution of () in deterministic form is
The task now is to determine the values of the parameters c  , 
The second solution is
where λ  =   (-aμ  -c  -aa  cμ  + a  μ  ).
The third solution is
Conclusion
In this paper, we established a new nonlinear two-mode higher-order Boussinesq-Burgers equation (TM-ho-BBE). By using a simplified form of Hirota's method we reached the following two facts:
• Single soliton and singular soliton solutions exist for (TM-ho-BBE) if a  = a  .
• Multiple soliton and multiple singular soliton solutions exist only under the condition a  = a  = ∓. Also, we applied an alternative method called hyperbolic tangent expansion to validate the necessary conditions needed for solitary solutions to exist.
